SINGLE, COMBINATION PACKAGING FOR LIQUIDS

**UN**  
6HA1/Y1.8/100/20  
USA/M4461

- United Nations Symbol: **UN**  
- Performance Level:  
- Specific Gravity:  
- Hydrostatic Test Pressure:  
- Year of Manufacture:  
- Country of Authorization:  
- Manufacturer Identification:  

SINGLE PACKAGING FOR LIQUIDS (CLOSED TOP PAILS)

**UN**  
1A1/Y1.8/100/19  
USA/M4460

- United Nations Symbol: **UN**  
- Performance Level:  
- Specific Gravity:  
- Hydrostatic Test Pressure:  
- Year of Manufacture:  
- Country of Authorization:  
- Manufacturer Identification:  

SINGLE PACKAGING FOR LIQUIDS (OPEN HEAD PAILS)

**UN**  
1A2/Y2.0/100/19  
USA/M4460

- United Nations Symbol: **UN**  
- Performance Level:  
- Specific Gravity:  
- Hydrostatic Test Pressure:  
- Year of Manufacture:  
- Country of Authorization:  
- Manufacturer Identification:  

SINGLE PACKAGING FOR SOLIDS (OPEN HEAD PAILS)

**UN**  
1A2/Y30/S/20  
USA/M4460

- United Nations Symbol: **UN**  
- Performance Level:  
- Weight in KG:  
- Solids:  
- Year of Manufacture:  
- Country of Authorization:  
- Manufacturer Identification:  
PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

Cleveland Steel Container manufactures a full array of steel pail products. We have designed our pails in accordance with ANSI standards.

Pails are available in both Open Head Nested and Straight-side styles as well as Tight head style.

Gallon sizes range from 2.5 to 7.5.

UN CAPABILITIES

Cleveland Steel Container offers a wide range of UN ratings and a variety of UN pail designs.

In addition, we offer a special service for our customers on the proper UN selection and use of our closing instructions.